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ABSTRACT14

How thermal particles are accelerated to suprathermal energies is an unsolved issue,15

crucial for many astrophysical systems. We report novel observations of irregular, dis-16

persive enhancements of the suprathermal particle population upstream of a high-Mach17

number interplanetary shock. We interpret the observed behavior as irregular “injec-18

tions” of suprathermal particles resulting from shock front irregularities. Our findings,19

directly compared to self-consistent simulation results, provide important insights for20

the study of remote astrophysical systems where shock structuring is often neglected.21

Keywords: Acceleration of particles — plasmas – shock waves — Sun: heliosphere —22

Sun: solar wind23

1. INTRODUCTION24

Collisionless shock waves are fundamental25

sources of energetic particles, which are ubiq-26

uitously present in our universe and pivotal to27

explain many of its features, such as the non-28

thermal radiation emission common to many as-29

trophysical sources, as revealed by decades of30

remote and direct observations (Reames 1999;31
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Amato & Blasi 2018). Particle acceleration32

to suprathermal energies from thermal plasma,33

less understood than particle acceleration start-34

ing from an already energised population, re-35

mains a puzzle, and has been object of extensive36

theoretical and numerical investigations (Drury37

1983; Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014; Trotta et al.38

2021).39

Shocks in the heliosphere, unique as directly40

accessible by spacecraft (Richter et al. 1985),41

provide the missing link to remote observations42

of astrophysical systems. Direct observations of43
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the Earth’s bow shock using single and multi-44

spacecraft approaches (e.g., Johlander et al.45

2016) reveal a complex scenario of energy con-46

version and particle acceleration at the shock47

transition (Amano et al. 2020; Schwartz et al.48

2022). The emerging picture, well supported49

by theory and modelling, is that small scale ir-50

regularities in the spatial and temporal evolu-51

tion of the shock environment (Greensadt et al.52

1980; Matsumoto et al. 2015) are fundamental53

for efficient ion injection to high energies (Dim-54

mock et al. 2019). This idea of irregular particle55

injection has been investigated in the past for56

the Earth’s bow shock (Madanian et al. 2021)57

and in numerical simulations (Guo & Giacalone58

2013), thus suggesting that particle behaviour59

at shocks is much more complex than what is60

expected neglecting space-time irregularities, as61

suggested by early theoretical and numerical62

works (Decker 1990; Ao et al. 2008; Lu et al.63

2009).64

Such a complex picture is not as well ob-65

served and understood for shocks beyond the66

Earth’s bow shock. In particular, shock struc-67

turing at Interplanetary (IP) shocks, generated68

as a consequence of phenomena such as Coro-69

nal Mass Ejections (CMEs, Gosling et al. 1974)70

and its role in particle acceleration remains elu-71

sive (Blanco-Cano et al. 2016; Kajdič et al.72

2019). IP shocks are generally weaker and73

have larger radii of curvature with respect to74

Earth’s bow shock, allowing for direct observa-75

tions of collisionless shocks in profoundly dif-76

ferent regimes (e.g., Kilpua et al. 2015; Yang77

et al. 2020), and are more relevant to astrophys-78

ical environments such as galaxy cluster shocks,79

where shock irregularities are not resolved, but80

they are likely to play a crucial role in efficient81

particle acceleration (Brunetti & Jones 2014).82

Therefore, the study of particle injection at IP83

shocks is fundamental to test our current un-84

derstanding built on Earth’s bow shock, as well85

for addressing shocks at objects currently be-86

yond reach. This paper demonstrates that, in87

order to address the suprathermal particle pro-88

duction upstream of supercritical collisionless89

shocks, the inherent variability of the injection90

process in both time and space must be taken91

into account.92

The Solar Orbiter mission (SolO, Müller et al.93

2020) probes the inner heliosphere with un-94

precedented levels of time-energy resolution for95

energetic particles, thus opening a new obser-96

vational window for particle acceleration. In97

this work, we study the acceleration of low-98

energy (∼ 1 keV) particles to supra-thermal99

energies (∼ 50 keV) at a strong IP shock ob-100

served by SolO at heliocentric distance of about101

0.8 AU on 2021 October 30th at 22:02:07 UT.102

We use the SupraThermal Electrons and Pro-103

tons sensor (STEP) of the Energetic Parti-104

cle Detector (EPD) suite (Rodŕıguez-Pacheco105

et al. 2020), measuring particles in the 6 -106

60 keV energy range (close to the injection107

range), at the very high time resolution of 1 s,108

close to suprathermal particle gyroscales. Our109

work exploits such novel, previously unavailable110

datasets for suprathermal particles upstream of111

IP shocks. We resolve upstream enhancements112

in the suprathermal particle population with113

dispersive velocity signatures, and link them to114

irregular proton injection along the shock front.115

Our findings are corroborated by kinetic sim-116

ulations showing similar irregular proton ener-117

gization upstream close to the shock, thus eluci-118

dating the mechanisms responsible for this be-119

haviour. This letter is organised as follows: re-120

sults are presented in Section 2. SolO obser-121

vations are shown and discussed in Section 2.1,122

while modelling results are reported in 2.2. The123

conclusions are in Section 3.124

2. RESULTS125

2.1. Solar Orbiter Observations126

Fig. 1 shows a 30 minute overview across the127

shock transition. Panels (a)-(b) reveal the pres-128
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Figure 1. Event overview. (a) EPD-Electron Pro-
ton Telescope (EPT) particle flux (sunward aper-
ture). (b) EPD-STEP particle flux (magnet chan-
nel averaged over the entire field of view). (c) Pitch
angle distributions for ions with an energy of 0.011 -
0.019 MeV in the spacecraft frame. (d) Time profile
of the STEP energy flux in the 0.012 - 0.015 MeV
energy channel at full resolution (blue), and time-
averaged using a 1 minute window. (e) SWA-PAS
ion energy flux (Owen et al. 2020). (f) SWA-PAS
proton density. (g) MAG burst magnetic field data
in RTN coordinates (Horbury et al. 2020). The ma-
genta line marks the shock crossing, and the black
rectangle highlights the dispersive energetic parti-
cle enhancements observed by STEP. Differential
fluxes are in E2 · cm−2s−1sr−1MeV for the EPD in-
struments and cm−2s−1eV for PAS.

ence of shock accelerated particles at energies129

of up to 100 keV, while particle fluxes at higher130

energies do not respond to the shock passage.131

At these high energies the fluxes were enhanced132

following a large Solar Energetic Particle (SEP)133

event (see Klein et al. 2022).134

The most striking feature of the period prior135

to the shock arrival at SolO is the irregular ener-136

getic particle enhancements particularly evident137

at 10 - 30 keV energies (Fig. 1 (b), black box),138

found in the time interval ∼ 15 minutes before139

the shock crossing, corresponding to 2×105 km140

or 2500 ion inertial lengths, di. These particle141

enhancements have the novel feature of being142

dispersive in energy and are the focus of this143

work. The typical timescales at which the ir-144

regularities are observed are of 10-20 seconds,145

corresponding to spatial scales of about 50 di.146

Such signatures were previously inaccessible to147

observations, as shown in Fig. 1 (c), where the148

time profile of ion differential flux in the 0.012149

- 0.015 MeV channel, rising exponentially up150

to the shock (Giacalone 2012), is shown at151

full resolution (blue) and averaged using a ∼152

1 minute window, typical of previous IP shock153

measurements. Fig. 1(d) shows pitch angle in-154

tensities for 0.011 – 0.019 MeV ions (i.e., en-155

ergies at which the irregular enhancements are156

observed). Pitch angles are computed in the157

plasma rest frame assuming that all ions are158

protons, and performing a Compton-Getting159

correction (Compton & Getting 1935a), thereby160

combining magnetic field data from the magne-161

tometer (MAG, Horbury et al. 2020), and solar162

wind plasma data from the Proton and Alpha163

particle Sensor (PAS) on the Solar Wind Anal-164

yser (SWA) instrument suite (Owen et al. 2020),165

and particle data from EPD/STEP (Yang, L.166

et al. 2023). For the interval studied, low pitch167

angles are in the 30◦ field of view of STEP, rel-168

evant for shock reflected particles. The irregu-169

lar enhancements of energetic particles are field170

aligned, as is evident for the strongest signal171

close to the shock transition. The flux enhance-172

ment visible in PAS (Fig. 1(e)) at lower energies173

starting immediately before the shock (22:00174

UT) also reveals a field-aligned population. The175

study of the PAS low-energy population and the176

behaviour very close to the shock transition is177
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object of another investigation (Dimmock et al.178

2023).179

The magnetic field reveals a wave foreshock180

∼ 2 minutes upstream of the shock, in con-181

junction with a population of low-energy (∼ 4182

keV) reflected particles seen by SWA/PAS, vis-183

ible as the light blue enhancement in Fig. 1(e)184

around 22:00 UT. Interestingly, the magnetic185

field is quieter where signals of irregular injec-186

tion are found, indicating that efficient particle187

scattering may be reduced in this region (Lario188

et al. 2022). In this “quiet” shock upstream, we189

found two structures compatible with shocklets190

in the process of steepening (∼21:57 UT), very191

rarely observed at IP shocks (Wilson et al. 2009;192

Trotta et al. 2023a).193

The shock parameters were estimated us-194

ing upstream/downstream averaging windows195

varied systematically between 1 and 8 min-196

utes (Trotta et al. 2022a). The shock was197

oblique, with a normal angle θBn = 44 ±198

1.5◦ (obtained with the Mixed Mode 3 tech-199

nique (MX3 Paschmann & Schwartz 2000),200

compatible with MX1,2 and Magnetic Copla-201

narity). The shock speed in the space-202

craft frame and along the shock normal is203

Vshock = 400± 5 km/s. The shock Alfvénic and204

fast magnetosonic Mach numbers are MA ∼ 7.6205

and Mfms ∼ 4.6, respectively. Thus, the event206

provides us with the opportunity to study a207

shock with particularly high Mach number in208

comparison with other IP shocks, while the209

shock speed is moderate with respect to typical210

IP shocks (Kilpua et al. 2015). The shock is su-211

percritical, and therefore expected to have a cor-212

rugated, rippled front (Trotta & Burgess 2019;213

Kajdic et al. 2021). The presence of reflected214

particles, enhanced wave activity in close prox-215

imity (1 minute) to the shock transition and216

upstream shocklets in the process of steepen-217

ing is consistent with the local shock parame-218

ters (Blanco-Cano et al. 2016).219

To further elucidate the dispersive nature of220

the suprathermal particles, we show the STEP221

energy spectrogram in 1/v vs t space (Fig. 2).222

Here, particle speeds are referred to the cen-223

ter of the relative energy bin and computed224

in the spacecraft rest frame, assuming that all225

particles detected are protons (see Wimmer-226

Schweingruber et al. 2021, for further details).227

During the period of irregular particle enhance-228

ments, we also combined magnetic field and229

plasma data to compute the particle pitch an-230

gles in the solar wind frame (Compton & Get-231

ting 1935b), revealing that the particles de-232

tected by STEP are closely aligned with the233

field (not shown here). Interestingly, by visual234

inspection, it can be seen that these dispersive235

signals are shallower going far upstream, con-236

sistent with the fact that they are injected from237

more distant regions of the shock.238

The dispersive flux enhancements are associ-239

ated with irregular acceleration of protons along240

the shock front. Indeed, due to their disper-241

sive nature, the particles detected by STEP242

cannot be continuously produced at the shock243

and propagated upstream, but they must come244

from a source that is only temporarily magnet-245

ically connected to the spacecraft due to time246

and/or space irregularities. Then, the fastest247

particles produced at the irregular source are248

detected first by the spacecraft, followed by249

the slower ones, yielding the observed disper-250

sive behaviour. Given the short timescales at251

which energetic particle enhancements are ob-252

served with respect to the shock and the quiet253

behaviour of upstream magnetic field in the254

10 minutes upstream of the shock, we assume255

that particles do not undergo significant scat-256

tering from their (irregular) production to the257

detection at SolO. It is then natural to in-258

vestigate the connection with the shock. The259

bottom-left panel of Fig. 2 shows the local260

θBn(t) ≡ cos−1 (B(t) · n̂shock/|B(t)|) changing261

significantly when the dispersive signals are ob-262
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Figure 2. Left : Spectrogram of the irregular signal in seconds from shock vs 1/v axes, with the velocity
dispersion shown by the solid magenta line (top). Time series showing the local θBn(t) angle. The red and
grey dashed lines represent the average θBn and a 90◦ angle, respectively (bottom). Right : Cartoon showing
the corrugated shock front with local shock normal, trajectory of a reflected particle and the Solar Orbiter
trajectory (SolO model: esa.com).

served, indicating that the spacecraft was in-263

deed connected to different portions of the (cor-264

rugated) shock front, which in turn is expected265

to respond rapidly to upstream changes, as re-266

cent simulation work elucidated (e.g., Trotta267

et al. 2023b). Note that, given the single-268

spacecraft nature of the observations, the aver-269

age shock normal computed with MX3 for both270

local and average θBnestimation was used.271

To further support this idea, similarly to Ve-272

locity Dispersion Analyses (VDA) used to deter-273

mine the injection time of SEP events (e.g., Lin-274

tunen & Vainio, R. 2004; Dresing et al. 2023),275

we chose the clearest dispersive signal (∼ 100276

seconds upstream of the shock) and we super-277

impose the following relation (indicated by the278

magenta line in Fig. 2):279

tO(v) = ti +
s

v
, (1)280

where tO represents the time at which the flux281

enhancement is observed for a certain speed v,282

ti is the time of injection at the source, and s283

is the distance travelled by the particles from284

the source to the spacecraft. Thus, the ar-285

gument is that the dispersive signals are due286

to accelerated particles produced by different287

portions of the shock front temporarily con-288

nected with the spacecraft, as sketched in Fig. 2289

(right). We note that, due to the very high290

energy-time resolution of STEP, it was possible291

to perform the VDA on such small (∼seconds)292

time scales. Determining ti based on the time293

when the highest energy particles are observed294

(ti ∼ −130s), the source distance that we ob-295

tain through Equation 1 is s ≈ 4 × 104 km296

(∼ 500di), compatible with their generation at297

the approaching shock, for which we would ex-298

pect s ∼ Vshock∆t/sin(θBn), where Vshock is the299

average shock speed, ∆t is the time delay be-300

tween the observation of the dispersive signal301

and the shock passage. This is also compatible302

with the fact that the other dispersive signals303

observed further upstream, such as the one be-304

fore 21:54, about 500 seconds upstream of the305

shock (see Fig. 2), show a shallower inclination,306

though a more precise, quantitative analysis of307

this behaviour is complicated by the high noise308

levels of the observation, and will be the object309

of later statistical investigation employing more310

shock candidates (Yang, L. et al. 2023).311

2.2. Shock Modelling312
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Figure 3. Top: Simulation snapshot of pro-
ton density (colormap). The inset shows a zoom
around the shock transition (grey), and the local
shock position is superimposed, with a colormap
correesponding to the local θBn. Bottom: Den-
sity map of upstream superathermal protons (col-
ormap) and magnetic field lines (magenta) com-
puted at the same simulation time as (a). The inset
shows the upstream particle energy spectrum, with
the dashed blue lines indicating the suprathermal
energy range considered.

Further insights about shock front irregular-313

ities are limited by the single-spacecraft na-314

ture of these observations. Therefore, we em-315

ploy 2.5-dimensional kinetic simulations, with316

parameters compatible with the observed ones,317

to model the details of the shock transition,318

where proton injection to suprathermal ener-319

gies takes place, relevant to our interpretation320

of the dispersive signals and enabling us to see321

how the shock surface and normal behave at322

small scales (see Fig. 2). In the simulations,323

protons are modelled as macroparticles and ad-324

vanced with the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method,325

while the electrons are modelled as a massless,326

charge-neutralizing fluid (Trotta et al. 2020).327

In the model, distances are normalised to the328

ion inertial length di, times to the upstream329

inverse cyclotron frequency Ωci
−1, velocity to330

the Alfvén speed vA, and the magnetic field331

and density to their upstream values B0 and332

n0. The shock is launched with the injection333

method (Quest 1985), where an upstream flow334

speed Vin = 4.5vA was chosen, corresponding335

to MA ∼ 6. The shock nominal θBn is 45◦.336

The simulation domain is 512 di × 512 di, with337

resolution ∆x = ∆y = 0.5 di and a particle338

time-step ∆tpa = 0.01 Ω−1
ci . The number of339

particles per cell used is always greater than340

300. This choice of parameters is compatible341

with the local properties of the IP shock as esti-342

mated from the SolO measurements. However,343

inherent variability routinely found in the sim-344

ulations at small scales and in the observations345

at larger scales must be considered when com-346

paring numerical and observational results. We347

note that these simulations are initialised with348

a laminar upstream, and therefore the fluctua-349

tions that impact the shock are self-generated350

(due to particle reflection and subsequent up-351

stream propagation). An exhaustive character-352

ization of these self-induced fluctuations is dis-353

cussed in Kajdic et al. (2021).354

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. In355

the top panel, we present the proton density356

for a simulation snapshot where the shock tran-357

sition is well-developed, showing the strongly358

perturbed character of the shock front. In such359

an irregular shock transition, particle dynam-360

ics become extremely complex (e.g., Lembege361

& Savoini 1992). To further elucidate the ir-362

regularities of the shock front, we computed363

the shock position in the simulation domain364

(with the criterion B > 3B0, as in Trotta et al.365

(2023b)) and evaluated the local θBn along it366
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(Fig. 3(a), inset), showing high variability (see367

the sketch in Fig. 2).368

In the bottom panel of Fig. 3, we study the369

self-consistently shock-accelerated protons. The370

upstream energy spectrum is shown in the in-371

set, with a peak at the inflow population ener-372

gies and a suprathermal tail due to the accel-373

erated protons. To address particle injection,374

we analyse the upstream spatial distribution of375

such suprathermal protons (Fig. 3(b)) at the376

energies highlighted in the inset, which are a377

factor of 10 larger than the typical energies of378

particles in the upstream inflow population, in379

a similar fashion as the energy separation be-380

tween the STEP energies at which the irregu-381

lar enhancements are observed (∼ 10 keV) and382

the Solar wind population energies measured by383

PAS (∼ 1 keV) . It can be seen that suprather-384

mal particles are not distributed uniformly, and385

their spatial distribution varies with their loca-386

tions along the shock front, another indication387

of irregular injection. Furthermore, we observed388

that the length scale of the irregularities is of 50389

di, directly comparable with the irregularities390

seen in the STEP fluxes (see Fig. 1). Higher391

energy particles also show irregularities.392

3. CONCLUSIONS393

We studied irregular particle acceleration394

from the thermal plasma using novel SolO ob-395

servations. Particle injection to high energies is396

an extremely important issue for a large collec-397

tion of astrophysical systems making the SolO398

shock on 2021 October 30th an excellent event399

to tackle this interesting problem. The capa-400

bilities of the SolO EPD suite were exploited401

to probe the complex shock front behaviour in402

the poorly investigated IP shock case. From403

this point of view, in-situ observations of irreg-404

ular particle enhancements have been used as a405

tool to address the (remote) structuring of the406

shock, an information not available by simply407

looking at the spacecraft shock crossing of in one408

point in space and time. Such an approach is409

reminiscent to the ones used to reconstruct the410

properties of SEP events (Krucker et al. 1999),411

and even to the ones looking at the properties412

of the heliospheric termination shock with the413

Interstellar Boundary Explorer mission (IBEX,414

McComas et al. 2009), where particles produced415

at different portions of the shock are used to un-416

derstand its dynamics (Zirnstein et al. 2022).417

The hybrid kinetic simulations are consistent418

with this complex scenario of proton acceler-419

ation, with irregularly distributed suprather-420

mal particles along the shock front, an invalu-421

able tool to elucidate the small-scale behaviour422

of this IP shock and of shock transitions in a423

variety of astrophysical systems. Our model424

highlights the very small-scale behaviour of the425

shock, but neglects other effects like pre-existing426

turbulence and interplanetary disturbances that427

may be important (Lario & Decker 2002; Trotta428

et al. 2022b; Nakanotani et al. 2022; Trotta et al.429

2023b). The direct investigation of shock accel-430

eration in systems other than the Earth’s bow431

shock (having a small radius of curvature and432

many other properties important for planetary433

bow shocks) is important to build a comprehen-434

sive understanding of collisionless shocks ener-435

getics. This work significantly strengthens an436

evolving theory of collisionless shock accelera-437

tion. Combining high resolution energetic par-438

ticle data upstream of heliospheric shocks with439

hybrid simulations, we have shown, for inter-440

planetary shocks, that the inherent variability441

of the injection process in both time and space442

must be considered to solve the problem of how443

suprathermal particle injection occurs in astro-444

physical systems. The process analysed here is445

general, as it does not depend on how shock ir-446

regularities are generated. Indeed, this study is447

relevant for astrophysical systems where shock448

front irregularities cannot be resolved but are449

likely to play an important role for particle ac-450

celeration from the thermal distribution, such451

as galaxy cluster shocks, where efficient parti-452
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cle acceleration, which is inferred to happen at453

very large, ∼ Mpc scales, remains a puzzle, par-454

ticularly in the absence of pre-existing cosmic455

rays (Botteon et al. 2020).456
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